To excite a heart: a bird's view.
Ultrastructural investigations of avian cardiac muscle, including ratite hearts, have provided great insights into the mechanisms as to how excitation leads to contraction in the heart. The geometry of the conduction fibers of ratite hearts confirms earlier observations on birds showing that the geometry of the conduction system and its component cells is adapted to hearts of different sizes and rates of contraction so as to maintain a differential in conduction velocities between the conduction system and the working fibers. The study of the ratite conduction fibers bears out the idea of an inverse relationship between the size of the gap junctions and the input resistance of cardiac cells. The anomalous extended junctional SR typical of all avian hearts, proscribes the notion of direct contact transduction into calcium release for contraction of an excitatory signal propagating at the cell surface. Couplings appear well suited to maintain direct, if transitory, connections to the extracellular space in addition to harboring channels for intracellular calcium release.